Serge Lazareff Prize 2017

Academia

- Prof. Juan Carlos de la Cerra Juan (Master of Military Law at UCAM)
- Prof. Pablo Antonio Fernández Sánchez (Fellowship/Placements, University of Seville)
- Mr. Abraham Muñoz (Legal Domain TAU)

ISAF Fuel Case

- Major General Fernando Alejandro Martínez (CHOD ESP, Former SHAPE DCOS RES and Former DCOM JFCBS)
- Mr. Andy Castro (Financial Advisor, and Dean of NATO’s Budget Committee)
- Ms. Nikoleta Chalanouli (Lawyer at SHAPE)
- Dr. Guido Ramon den Dekker (Lawyer at Barents-Krans)
- Lieutenant General Hughes Delort - Laval (SHAPE Vice Chief of Staff)
- Major General Salvatore Farina (Chief of the Italian Army General Staff)
- Ambassador Peter Martin (CIPS Ambassador, Ministry Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of Belgium)
- Lieutenant-Colonel Xavier Martin (SHAPE COS EXO)
- Ms. Marilyn Morse (Director of Resources and Logistics at USA Mission at NATO)
- Colonel Christian Nawrat (SHAPE COS EXO)
- Colonel Ionnis Panagos (Director of the Hellenic Military Academy)
- Colonel Marek Powalski (Chairman of the Resource Policy and Planning Board at NATO Headquarters)
- Major General Alfredo Sanz y Calabria (SHAPE DCOS RES)
- Ms. Patricia Vaught (Deputy Director of Resources and Logistics at USA Mission at NATO)
- Lieutenant-Colonel Yann de la Villéon (SHAPE COS EXO)
- Lieutenant General Michel Yakovleff (SHAPE VCOS)

Supplementary Agreements/Host Nation Support

- Brigadier General Jerónimo Domínguez Bascoy (General Togado)
- Mr. Raw Raviv (International Law Director at the Ministry of Defence of Israel)
- Brigadier General Ángel Serrano Barberán (General Auditor)
- Brigadier General Gonzalo Zarranz Domenech (General Auditor)

Support

- Colonel Ramón Armando Vázquez (Chief IV Tercio of Spanish Legion)
- Mr. Bernard Haenecour (Lawyer at the Mons Bar Association)
- Brigadier General Taner Sagirolgu (Director of Management, SHAPE)
Serge Lazareff Prize 2018

Academia

- Prof. Pablo Salvador Blesa Aledo (Vice-Rector UCAM)
- Prof. Niels Blokker (International Law Chair, University of Leiden)
- Lieutenant-Colonel Vasileios Karatzias (NRDC-GRC Legal Advisor Director)

ISAF Fuel Case

- Brigadier General Efthymios Kordoroumpas (ACOS J1)
- Lieutenant-Colonel Claudiu Lupuleasa (SHAPE J1)

Honorary

- H.M. Felipe VI of Spain

Support

- Ms. Mette Hartov (HQ SACT Deputy Legal Advisor)

Serge Lazareff Prize 2019

Academia

- Professor Giulio Bartolini (Professor Roma Tre SHAPE-LAWFAS Legal Clinic)

Legal Ops

- Mrs. Marlene Mazel (Director of Foreign & Counter-Terrorism Litigation Department at the Ministry of Justice of the State of Israel)
- Mr. Ben Walhause (Deputy of the International Law Department of the Military Advocate General’s Corps at the Israeli Defence Forces-IDF)

NATO Operations

- Ambassador Mrs. Nikki Haley (Former US Ambassador to the UN)

SACEUR’s mandate

- Mr. Eddy Groenen (Deputy Director of NATO International Staff Office of Legal Affairs – NATO HQ, Brussels)

Support

- Stanley M. Galas (NATO CIS Group Legal Advisor Deputy)
- Mr. Michael Liska (SHAPE Budget & Programme Section head)
- CSM Davor Petek (Command Senior Enlisted Leader-CSEL)
- General Curtis Michael Scaparrotti (NATO Supreme Commander Allied Europe)
Serge Lazareff Prize 2020

Academia

- Dr. Yoram Dinstein (Professor Emeritus of International Law)

End of tour

- Ms. Stella Adorf (SHAPE Historical Advisor)
- Mr. Sherrod Lewis Bumgardner (Legal Adviser at SACT SEE)
- Lieutenant-Colonel Esteban Carlos González Antoranz (SHAPE – J6 Cyberspace – Services Management Branch)
- Mr. Steven Hill (Head of the NATO International Staff Office of Legal Affairs - NATO HQ, Brussels)
- Major General Brice Houdet (National Military Representative of France at SHAPE)
- Chief Superintendent Pascal F. F. Lupcin (National representative of the Belgian Federal Police)
- Mr. Alain Pierart (LWR at SHAPE)
- Dr. Anthony M. Quattrone (Head of Civilian Human Resources at HQ JFC Naples)
- Mr. Christophe Rappe (Director of SHAPE FINAC)
- Lieutenant General Olivier Rittimann (SHAPE Deputy Chief of Staff)
- CDR (OF-4) Panagiotis Sergis (SHAPE SDP J7 PLL FPP Staff Officer)

ISAF Fuel Case

- Ms. Jeanne E. Davidson (Director of the Office of Foreign Litigation U.S. Department of Justice)
- Ms. Kiesha Minyard (Trial Attorney at Office of Foreign Litigation U.S. Department of Justice)
- Mrs. Sabrina Heyvaert (Director of the Federal Foreign Affairs – Foreign Trade and Development Cooperation at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of Belgium)
- Cons. Mariateresa Poli (Magistrato presso il Ufficio del Consigliere Giuridico di Ministero della Difesa)
- Mr. Alain Verriest (Lawyer at the Brussels Bar Association, Xirius Avocats/Advocaten)
- Mr. Alexandre Tavadian (Chief at the Office of Legal Advisor - NSPA)
- Lieutenant-Colonel Stephane Talleu (MA 3 to SHAPE COS)

Legal Ops

- Major General Barre R. Seguin (Deputy Chief of Staff – SEM Directorate SHAPE)
- Mr. Mark Laity (Director of Communications Division at SHAPE)
- Mr. Sergio Valcárcel Vallejo (SHAPE J2 Senior Analyst)
• Colonel John Yorko (Branch Head J22 SHAPE CCMOC)

NATO Operations

• Mr. Marc Luis (Vice Division Head at the Directorate-General for Legal Affairs – Federal German Ministry of Defence)

SACEUR’s mandate

• Colonel USA AF Anne-Marie Fenton (JFCBS SPT J1)
• Mrs. Agnieszka Kwas-Wilczewska (Legal Advisor Assistant at NATO JFTC Bydgoszcz)
• Major General Luis Lanchares Dávila (SHAPE Deputy Chief of Staff Strategic Enablement)
• Brigadier General Thierry Poulette (ACOS J4)

Support

• Mr. Lyndon James (Consultant at GBR Royal Air Force)
• Mr. Valentin Marginean (J4 Logistics Requirements section officer)
• Mr. Eduardo Martínez Llarena (SJLSG Host Nation Support expert)
• Mrs. María Isabel Merino Gómez (Centralized Finance and Accounting Section Chief ACO Corporate Accounting & Control Branch SHAPE FINAC)
• Mrs. Rose Midavaine (Head of SHAPE Military Library)
• Mr. Steve Poet (STREN J1 Cell Head - Policy)
• Colonel Joerg Schlickmann (XO SHAPE COS)
• Mr. Marc Vanderroost (LWR at SHAPE)